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Land Market in Less Developed Economies; 
A Study in Southern Orissa 
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The structure and operation of land market in a less developed economy are 
complex and defy the general expectations about the behaviour of market. Our shady 
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on land market is an attempt towards examining various issues related to the 
functioning of land market m a theoretical perspective and empirically identifying it 
based on a village study in southern Onssa. To look into this issue we briefly 
reviewed the literature on the functionmg of land market and thoroughly examined 
the interim land transaction model of Basu and the ownership uncertainty model of 
Feder and Feeny. Basu's model raises a puzzle for the specification of supply and 
demand functions of land market. One interestig observation emerging out of this is 
that, essentially, interim transaction of land takes place more often on an ad hoc basis 
and only the aggregate amount features in the transaction. Such aggregate amount is 
determined by the quantum and quality of land rather than the quantum of land being 
decided by price. The conclusion arrived in ownership uncertainty model is that high 
uncertainty in ownership increases amount of consumption at the expense of demand 
both for land and capital goods. But the proposition is argued not to be valid because 
in many parts of the less developed economies, agriculture is labour intensive. 
Therefore, investment on factor endowiTient also means consumption. Critically 
looking into both the models we observe that price alone cannot be a sufficient factor 
to influence the supply of land. In this perspective we propose a model which is 
closer to ground realities in a subsistence and less monetised economy. 

To seek some empirical results we studied the functioning of land market in a 
particular tribal dominated village in southern Orissa. It is concluded in our paper that 
the land market functions mainly from the supply side determinants (because often 
demand side factors are amorphous) and it is the intensity of land required by the 
owner, intensity of fund needed for immediate purpose and aggregate cash outflow. 
These factors also forni our basic proposition of the model. 


